OVERVIEW

SCADALink Locator Enterprise is a Cloud based Configuration Management Solution for Industrial Applications that can be accessed via Laptops, Desktops, Tablets, and Smartphones.

With Locator Enterprise, multiple users can archive and share site information including Drawings, Digital Photos, Scanned Documents, Manuals, and Device Configuration Files.

Locator is built on a Cloud Hosted Database architecture that provides both security and accessibility.

Locator is a cost effective and timely solution for Industrial Site Information Management. Applications for Locator Enterprise include Oil and Gas, Utilities, Telecommunications and other enterprises that deal with many remote sites.

DOCUMENTATION MANAGEMENT

FEATURES

• Track Site Information
• Document Management
• Location Based Photo Management
• Mapping
• Mobile Device Enabled
• Global Accessibility
• Multiple Views
• DLS/BCNTS/UWI Conversion to Lat/Long and Vice Versa

APPLICATIONS

• Site Data Management
• Oil and Gas
• Industrial Management
• Measurement
• Automation
• Telecommunication